
PRESS HISTORY/PULL QUOTES: 

DALE BOYER: 

“Dale Boyer is versatile and always amuses” – Globe and Mail, Brad Wheeler 

“Clever and Thoughtful” – Bloody Disgusting, Mike Periera 

“Dale Boyer is back, bringing that deadpan delivery of hers that makes every 
sketch seem funnier” -Toronto Star, Richard Ouzunian  

Boyer does a terrific double turn as a basso-voiced cynical wife and a wimpy 
girlfriend. Her quick costume and wig changes must have been pretty damn 
frightening. – Now Toronto, Glenn Sumi


"Spooky, sophisitcated, and silly in equal measures [...] so recommended it 
hurts." - Fangoria Magazine  
 

"Night of the Living Dead Live reveals itself to be more than an adaptation. It's a 
devout and carefully crafted expansion of the beloved film with heaps of laughs 
along the way." - The Zed Word  

"[...] this campy folly is a witty, smartly-imagined adaptation that should not be 
discounted." - The Walleye  

"No surprise here as the creation of a perfect staged version is set to be an 
international smash success. Drag your undead butt to this show!" - Mooney on 
Theatre 

AMANDA BARKER: 

“Hilarious…witty and sharp…she lights up the stage” - Tampa Tribune 

“With glorious comedic styling, Barker is ebullient and hilarious.  She has 
tremendous timing and delivery.  She is a magnificent improvisor - Broadway 
World, Houston 

“5 Stars (*****)  Her writing is sharp and her performance is brilliantly executed.  
You must watch her” - Chris Dart, The Torontoist  



“4 NNNNS…Critics Pick….an engaging and sympathetic performer…always in 
the moment and utterly believable” - Glen Sumi, NOW Magazine 

“Fun to watch…ridiculous and raunchy…Barker is a dynamo actress” - Oakland 
Press 

“She has exceptional comedic styling and and an unapologetically deadpan 
delivery” - Chicago Theatre Beat 

“A great talent…she is utterly casual and fresh” - New England Theatre Geek 

“Her writing is deliciously Meta-theatrical” - American Theatre Magazine 

“Solid Smart and Marvelously Clever” - My Gay Toronto 


